Alfa 51 Specifications and Photo
The ALFA 51 is the flagship of the Alfa fleet.
Alfa 51 offers a performance sailing comportment and the optimum comfort on board.
The cockpit is the largest in boats of its category. The two outboard steering stations
allow clear passage from the aft swim platform to the companionway steps into the
saloon. The perfectly integrated deck hardware simplifies sail handing. The main
traveller and the Genoa tracks are totally removed from the deck passageways.
Three superb sun bathing areas are located on the coach roof.
On board the overall concept of space and interior design with the vastness of the
Alfa 51 salon/nav./table/galley gives an extraordinary open feeling. The choice of
quality material such as teak and the carefully detailed finish work gives the
impression of traditional luxury construction. The U-shaped galley, wide and well
ventilated, is fully functional with a top quality stove, oven and icebox, analogous to
the many easy-access storage cabinets and lockers. The central salon comfortably
welcomes 10-11 guests in its U-shaped settee. The navigation station is particularly
well designed. Many hatches and port lights provide soft natural lighting throughout
the interior.
All cabins accessible from the main salon (on the corridor in charter version) and
have comfortable berths (2,00m long) and stowing capacities (shelving cupboards
and large drawers under the berths). The hull is made by G.R.P. with longitudinal and
vertical reinforcements and it’s totally rigid. The chosen hardware, electrical, engine
and plumbing systems, are all state of art. Functionality veiled by quality and
sumptuous carpentry.
Cabinet work of the highest workmanship highlights the warm interior design of the
architect. Built on order according to your specifications, your sailing boat will reflect
your personality and sailing habits.

There are four versions of the ALFA 51 available for charter.

1. Alfa 51 (4+1) cabin, 5 WC
2. Alfa 51 Exclusive (4+1) cabins, 5 WC with generator and fully air conditioned

3. Alfa 51 Exclusive 5 cabins, 3 WC, generator and fully air-conditioned
4. Alfa 51 Exclusive VIPs (3+1) cabins and 3 WC.
SPECIFICATIONS
L.O.A
Beam
Draft
Displacement
Fuel
Water
Genoa with Roller
Main with Roller
Engine
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Fully Air conditioned
Generator
Bimini top
Spray hood
Bow thruster
Autopilot
GPS
CD player
Outboard
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
GPS - Plotter
Speedometer
Depth sounder
Wind speed
Radio -cd player
VHF
SAFETY
Life raft
Dinghy
Life jackets

15,41 m
4,19 m
2.00 m
15.350 kg
400 lt
1.000 lt
73 sqmts
43 sqmts
Yanmar Turbo 100 HP

Life
belts

